
Scripture is filled with
chronological information,

not only in the historical
books of the Old Testament
like Genesis, Samuel, Kings,
and Chronicles, but also in the
Prophets, Gospels, Acts, and
Pauline Epistles. God clearly
thought chronology was important
because He included so much of it in
the Bible. Chronology anchors
Scripture solidly in real-world history
and underscores its authenticity.

This chronological material, espe-
cially the chronogenealogies in Genesis
5 & 11, provides data to calculate the
age of the earth. Some casually dismiss
these genealogies as unreliable due to
alleged huge gaps. But the Bible is the
Word of God. Therefore whenever
Scripture speaks on a sub-
ject, it speaks accurately.

This accuracy includes
statements on origins, age of
the earth, and numerous
historical issues. Man must
subordinate his thinking on
these matters to clear
Biblical teaching, regardless
of whether such teaching
agrees with currently prevailing
thought. I’m convinced the Genesis
records give reliable chronological data
for calculating earth’s age.

TIME & PARENTAGE

The Genesis 5 & 11 chronogenealo-
gies are unique among all genealogies
in Scripture because they include both
chronological (time) and genealogical
(parentage) information. These
chronogenealogies are reliable God-
given historical records of name, age,
birth, and death information for direct
father-son pairs.

The case of Adam’s son Seth illus-
trates the general pattern. Seth lived
105 years, and begat Enosh. Then Seth
lived 807 years after he begat Enosh, and
he begat other sons and daughters. So all
the days of Seth were 912 years, and he
died. (Genesis 5:6-8) 

The Hebrew word yalad for begat
means “fathered” and usually indicates a
direct one-generation relationship.
According to Strong’s concordance
there are over 500 occurrences of the
Hebrew word yalad, 58 of which
are in the Genesis 5 & 11 chrono-
genealogies. Yalad is translated 201
times by some form of begat, 220
times by some form of bear or
birth, and 83 times by various other
words like bring forth.

In the vast majority of cases
yalad indicates an immediate,
direct descendant. There are a few
cases among the 500 in which
yalad might have a broader mean-
ing than immediate direct descen-
dant, but 98% of the time it defi-
nitely means immediate descendant.

Is the usual, literal meaning of
yalad correct for the Genesis 5 &
11 genealogies, or is a broader
meaning appropriate? Grammar

and context determine what
yalad actually does mean. You
can’t arbitrarily choose a pre-
ferred meaning. For example,
if I ask what trunk means, you
can’t tell without a context—
trunk has numerous different
meanings.

Grammatically and lin-
guistically, the evidence of
the Hebrew language is clear.
Hebrew is a very descriptive

language for expressing action. The
“voice” for yalad in Genesis 5 & 11 is
the hiphil voice. This voice expresses a
direct cause and effect relationship
between the subject (father) and the
object (son) of the verb yalad—begat,
and thus indicates that the father and
son are directly related, not distantly
related. Not only do almost all uses of
yalad mean immediate descent, but for
all other cases of yalad in the hiphil
voice in the Old Testament, the con-

text indicates immediate
descent. Why should it be
understood differently in
the Genesis genealogies?

Contextually, there are
strong indications that yalad
(begat) means immediate
descendant, and other
Scriptures confirm this

meaning.
Each member of the genealogical

list is recorded as having begotten
(yalad) the next succeeding member.
In each case the author adds chrono-
logical information by recording the
age of each patriarch at the birth of his
named son, the years he lived after the
birth, and (in Genesis 5) his age at
death. This provides a tightly linked
chronological genealogy in which the
use of exact ages (not round numbers)
and correct sums precludes the exis-
tence of gaps in the list.

The chronogenealogies specify
that each patriarch “lived Y years after
he begat” his named son. This enforces
the understanding that he’s an imme-
diate son of the patriarch. The patri-
arch’s age at the birth of his son and
the years he lived after the birth are
added to give his total age at death.
These tightly interlocking components
compel the sense that the patriarch’s
named offspring is his immediate son
and not a distant descendant.

The tightly interlocked structure

of genealogical and chronological
information (descent and age data) is
forceful evidence that the lines of
descent are continuous with no gaps.

ANY GAPS?
Some Biblical genealogies are abbreviat-
ed by skipping generations. Ben (son)
can mean grandson or descendant, and
’ab (father) can mean grandfather or
ancestor. Sometimes a man is called the
son of a distant but significant forefather.

But just because a word may have
a more general meaning does not
automatically mean it must carry the
general meaning in any given text.
Context determines meaning, specific
or general. In any case, in the Genesis
chronogenealogies these terms are not
used except when referring to
Lamech’s son Noah. Thus this argu-
ment cannot be used to support gaps
in the Genesis chronogenealogies.

Moreover, none of the abbreviated
genealogies use the hiphil voice of the
Hebrew word yalad (begat). When the
hiphil voice of yalad is used in genealo-
gies, there is not a single known case of
any skipped generations.

For example, Ezra’s genealogy in
Ezra 7 is abbreviated. Comparison
with I Chronicles 6 shows that 6 gen-
erations from Chronicles are omitted
in Ezra. Chronicles uses yalad (begat).
The abbreviated version in Ezra uses
“son of” instead of begat.

Those who claim that the Genesis
5 & 11 chronogenealogies are abbrevi-
ated understand them to mean (using
Seth as an example again): ”Seth lived
105 years, and begat an ancestor of
Enosh. Then Seth lived 807 years after he
begat an ancestor of Enosh, and he begat
other sons and daughters.”

This is preposterous! There is no
hint of such a meaning in the context;
furthermore, this interpretation violates
the meaning of the Hebrew word yalad
(begat) in all other cases of its use in
genealogies. Is it reasonable to impose
on Genesis 5 & 11 a meaning for
(hiphil) yalad which cannot be shown
to be valid for any other genealogy?

Moreover, even if there were a
genealogical gap, this does not prove
there is a chronological gap. For even if
Enosh were several generations
removed from Seth, the natural under-
standing of the text “Seth lived one 105
years, and begat Enosh” is that Seth was

105 when Enosh was born since
Enosh is the direct object of the
verb yalad (begat). Arguments for
genealogical gaps are not sufficient
to prove chronological gaps.
Genealogy (parentage) and
chronology (time) are separate
issues.

What does the repeated phrase
“he begat other sons and daughters”
mean? Clearly it means the patri-
arch begat sons and daughters who
were his own children. There is no
other plausible meaning. Therefore,
the patriarch’s begetting of his
named son in the same context
using the same word yalad (begat)
should also be understood the same
way to mean his own son, not an

ancestor of the named descendant.
Thus grammatically and contextu-

ally, the use of yalad (begat) in
Genesis 5 & 11 requires that the
genealogies be understood as record-
ing direct father-son relationships.

Moreover, there is not a shred of
evidence, either in the immediate con-
text or in the rest of Scripture, to indi-
cate that the author intended to con-
vey the idea that he had skipped gen-
erations (especially since he used yalad
in the hiphil voice). The natural mean-
ing of these genealogies is that they
list direct father-son pairs, and this is
the way they should be understood
unless there is evidence to the contrary
about the author’s intent. There is no
such contrary evidence. The natural
meaning was the author’s intent.

MISSING GENERATIONS?
The motivation for postulating gaps in
the Genesis genealogies is to accom-
modate evolutionists’ belief that
human life is three million years old.
But this would mean the number of
supposedly missing generations is
enormous, and the gaps are huge.
Estimating a generation at 25 years,
there should be 120,000 generations in
3 million years. Genesis only lists 20.
The average gap between the genera-
tions from Adam to Abraham would
be well over 150,000 years.

If the time between the patriarchs
in the Genesis genealogies averages
over 150,000 years and only 20 of
120,000 patriarchs are listed, what is
the value of the genealogies? Would
they have any meaning? Moreover,
since most of the 20 listed patriarchs
have no distinguishing information
included, why mention them at all
when the vast majority were (suppos-
edly) completely omitted? 

The truth is that there are no gaps
in the Genesis chronogenealogies.
They are an accurate record of the
generations from Adam to Abraham
spanning about 2,000 years.

SCRIPTURAL CONFIRMATION

These chronogenealogies are treated as
reliable historical data throughout
Scripture. For most of the father-son
relationships recorded in Genesis 5 &
11, other Scriptures confirm they are
truly immediate-descendant father-
son pairs with no gaps.

Adam-Seth: Eve bore a son by
Adam, named him Seth, and identi-
fied him as replacing the murdered
Abel, so Seth is clearly Adam’s imme-
diate son. (Genesis 4:25)

Seth-Enosh: The word “also” in the
phrase “to Seth also there was born” indi-
cates a parallel with the immediately
preceding Adam-Seth father-son pair.
Seth named Enosh, confirming the
understanding that Seth was the imme-
diate father of Enosh. (Genesis 4:26)

Adam through Enoch: Jude 14 identi-
fies Enoch as the seventh from Adam.
Writing by inspiration of the Holy Spirit,
Jude thus confirms there are no genealog-
ical gaps in Genesis 5 for the seven gener-
ations from Adam through Enoch.
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Lamech-Noah: Lamech named
his son “Noah.” At a birth, the son
born is named, not an unborn
descendant generations removed. So
Lamech was Noah’s father, not just
an ancestor. (Gen 5:29)

Enoch through Noah: Enoch was a
prophet of judgment ( Jude 14,15), and
the name of his son Methuselah
(Lamech’s father) means “ when he
dies, it (judgment) shall be sent.”
According to the chronogenealogies,
all Methuselah’s forefathers died
before the Flood, and Methuselah
died the year the Flood occurred. This
information connects Enoch to Noah
through Methuselah and Lamech and
helps confirm the no-gap understand-
ing of Genesis 5.

Noah-Shem: It is obvious from the
Genesis record of the Flood that
Shem was Noah’s own son since Shem
accompanied Noah on the ark.
(Genesis 6:10; 7:13; 9:18,19)

Shem-Arpachshad: Adding to the
usual formula, the Genesis text says
that Shem begat Arpachshad two years
after the Flood (Gen. 11:10) indicating
that Arpachshad was Shem’s own son.

Arpachshad-Shelah-Eber-Peleg:
Genesis 10 records the first few gener-
ations descending from Shem right
after the Flood as they replenished the
earth. Arpachshad begat (yalad)
Shelah who begat Eber who begat
both Peleg and his brother Joktan.
Yalad is used for all three indicating
direct descent. Eber’s begetting two
named brothers strengthens this
understanding. Thus Genesis 10 con-
firms the completeness of the
genealogical record of Genesis 11.

Terah-Abraham: Terah was
Abraham’s immediate father since they
traveled together from Ur to Haran.
Moreover, Abraham’s brother and
Lot’s father Haran died in the presence
of his father Terah, which supports the
father-son understanding. The
Genesis record repeatedly describes
close relatives in Terah’s family.
(Genesis 11:28-32; 24:15,24,47)

Adam to Abraham comprise 20
men in the Genesis chronogenealo-
gies. The clear language indicates the
19 “A begat B” relationships are imme-
diate father-son pairs with no unlisted
intervening generations.

Moreover, for 15 of the 19 father-
son pairs, other Scriptures provide
additional evidence that they are
immediate descendants. Some are so
attested by multiple passages. The
remaining four pairs follow the same
pattern as the 15. Surely, Moses
intended these four to be understood
in the same way as the 15.

LUKE’S TESTIMONY

Luke’s genealogy of Jesus supports
the timeframe indicated by Genesis.
Dr. Luke was a world-class historian.
He carefully investigated and record-
ed his findings so that we might know
the exact truth concerning Jesus (Luke
1:1-4). This included grounding Jesus
in humanity and history by giving his
full genealogy. Luke recorded 55 gen-
erations for the 2,000 years from
Jesus back to Abraham which aver-
ages about 35 years per generation, a
completely reasonable value.

Luke listed 20 generations preced-
ing Abraham. Is it reasonable to force
evolutionism’s three million years into
those 20 generations? Is it reasonable
to think Luke suddenly switched from
accurate historical detail in his geneal-
ogy of Christ after Abraham to an
absurdly rough summary before
Abraham—with no indication he
switched? Did Luke switch from list-
ing every generation to only listing
one for every hundred thousand? Such
a hypothesis is ludicrous and totally
without foundation in the text. Luke
confirms the overall time span indicat-
ed by the Genesis chronogenealogies.

ADD IT UP

Some argue that since Scripture does
not total the ages it must not intend
these genealogies to provide a
chronology. I disagree.

First, there is an implicit invitation
in the text to add up the years. For
each antediluvian patriarch, Scripture
adds the patriarch’s age at the birth of
his named son to the patriarch’s subse-
quent life span to yield his total life
span. Why should it be thought
unreasonable to follow Scripture’s lead
and add up the numbers for the entire
patriarchal period? This is simply
drawing logical conclusions from
Scriptural data, a practice followed by
Jesus and His apostles.

Second, what is the point of
including the father’s age at the birth
of his son? Such information is irrele-
vant unless Moses intended to convey
chronological information.

Third, Moses could not total the
“age at birth” figures to give an exact span
for the patriarchal period because the
ages aren’t specified to the exact month
and day – partial years are not given. A
total might be off by a few years because
we don’t know the partial years for the 20
patriarchs. But this approximate figure
could not be more than 20 years off.

6,000 YEARS OLD

The Genesis chronogenealogies record
an unbroken line of descent from
Adam to Abraham and provide a solid
foundation for constructing a reliable
chronology. Grammar and context
support this, and numerous other
Scriptures confirm it.

Use of the Hebrew yalad (begat)
to describe all the recorded father-son
relationships strongly indicates direct
father-son pairs. The tightly linked
pattern of exact numbers and repeated
names is unique to these genealogies
and precludes the possibility of gaps.

Should Christians believe the
Bible or the world? The Genesis
record is accurate and dependable his-
tory. We must believe what Scripture
says about the age of the earth and
reject contrary pronouncements.

The Genesis chronogenealogies
show that Adam to Abraham covered
about 2,000 years. Abraham to Christ
was about 2,000 years. Adding 2,000
years from Christ to the present totals
about 6,000 years for the age of the earth.

Email Dr. Pelletier at

Read the Bible-Science Guy Blog at
http://www.woodsidebible.org/
category/blogs/bible-science-guy/.
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